Turkish Delights 2016 - Belek

Sat 30th Jan – Sat 6th Feb 2016
Included1:
 7 nights at 5 star Maxx Royal Golf and Spa Hotel – ultra all inclusive
 Early Bird Discount – Book and pay in full before Oct 10th 2015 and
receive a 10% discount
 2 * (18 holes) Montgomerie
 1 * (18 holes) National
 1 * (18 holes) Tat
 Transport between airport and hotel and to/from all golf courses
 Golfer in a double room (based on 2 sharing)
999.00 EUR
th
Reserve & Pay before October 10 2015
899.- EUR
 Golfer in a single room
1110.00 EUR
th
Reserve & Pay before October 10 2015
999.- EUR
 Partner/non golfer in a double room (based on 2 sharing)
720.00 EUR
th
Reserve & Pay before October 10 2015
648.- EUR
Optional extras (not incl. in price):


1

1 * (18 holes) Gloria GC – Old Course
1 * (18 holes) Kaya Eagles GC

Golf4Fun members discount included.
Flights not included. Current guide price 243.- CHF plus 80.- EUR golf luggage excess fee:
th
Dep Zurich Sat 30 Jan 2016 QX121 (sunexpress)18:45, non-stop, arrival in Antalya 23:00.
th
Dep Antalya Sat 6 Fev 2015 QX120 (sunexpress) 15:15, non-stop, arrival in Zuerich 17:55.

Maxx Royal Golf and Spa Hotel

The Maxx Royal Golf and Spa Hotel is a 5-Star hotel offering an exceptional holiday
experience for families and couples alike. Every guest room has been designed as a suite,
offering spacious luxury accommodation and breathtaking views across the Belek coastline.
A variety of dining options offer guests unrivalled quality and choice, with the main
restaurant, two specially designed children’s restaurants, 5 a la carte restaurants, 14 bars and 1
patisserie each preparing carefully selected ingredients in a feast of flavours.
The entertainment offering at Maxx Royal is equally as impressive, with live music, acrobatic
displays, and activities for adults, as well as the unique Maxxi Land, offering children the
chance to live in a fantasy wonderland during their stay in Turkey.

Embrace the feeling of freedom with the pleasures of the Turkish bath befitting sultans,
massage therapies reminiscent of fairy tales and unique skin care products that will renew
your skin and your soul. Aven Royal Spa carefully constructed over a courageous area of
3,000 m², offers many of the massage techniques and therapy methods covered by world
massage literature with its professional team.
All who join this trip have their all-exclusive experience extended to the culinary and bar
offerings at the Montgomerie Golf Course.
It’s not a dream… It’s Maxx Royal. Voted “Most Luxurios in Antalya” on Trip Advisor

Golf Club Mongomerie

The Montgomerie Maxx Royal (formerly known as the Papillon Golf Club) is the third
European Golf Design project in the Belek area with Colin Montgomerie marketed as the
course’s attention-grabbing headline designer. The 18-hole layout is part of a multi million
euro golf and hotel development that will eventually include a flood-lit 9-hole academy
course with a large 5-star hotel and holiday villa complex, all of which will complement the
other four existing Papillon hotels in Belek.
The course opened for play in 2008, quickly establishing itself as one of the best in an area
that’s not short of quality new golfing facilities. Many of the fairways play through mature
pine forest and with eight lakes on site there are several water hazards to be avoided during a
round.
In November 2013, the Montgomerie Maxx Royal hosted Turkey’s inaugural European Tour
event – the Turkish Airlines Open by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. Frenchman Victor
Dubuisson hung on to win the 2013 event, securing his maiden European Tour title by two
shots from Jamie Donaldson with Justin Rose and Tiger Woods finishing two strokes further
behind. And it will happen once more there in 2014!

Tat Golf Club

Belek is situated on a long, sandy coastline that leads to a forest of eucalyptus and pine trees at the
foot of the Taurus Mountain range and it on this fertile ground that a large number of golf courses
have sprung up in a very short time. TAT International was one of the first complexes to be developed
when Martin Hawtree designed a 27-hole layout on 325 acres in 1997.
The three loops of nine holes – named TAT, Belek and International – are each configured with two
par threes, five par fours and two par fives so whichever 18-hole layout you choose, it will have a par
of 72 to play to. Situated on a tract of land between the Besgoz River and the Mediterranean Sea, it is
no real surprise to learn that water comes into play at nearly half the holes on the property, though
mostly in the shape of man made ponds and lakes.
Picking the best hole at each of the three nines is no easy task as there are a number of contenders on
each loop.
The 193-yard, par three, 4th hole on the TAT is played facing inland, towards the mountains, from an
elevated tee in the dunes to a green beyond a lake where the only bail out is right of the hole.
The 450-yard, par four, 3rd hole on the Belek plays along the coast beside the Med with out of bounds
on the right – no beach recovery shots here! – and a large pine tree on the left at the landing area to
hamper the over cautious tee shot.
The 517-yard, par five, 4th hole on the International begins with a blind tee shot and ends with a green
that is surrounded on three sides by water so the best policy is to lay-up with the second shot then
hopefully pitch and putt for birdie.

National Golf Club

The National Golf Club is a bit special even though it’s relatively new and only opened for play in the
autumn of 1994. This is a truly magnificent course, which is routed thoughtfully across gently rolling
terrain and through mature pine and eucalyptus trees. The snow-capped Taurus Mountains provide a
provocative backdrop especially as the course is bathed in hot sunshine for the vast majority of the
year.
European Ryder Cup star David Feherty put his name to the National but we suspect David Jones did
much of the work. Nevertheless, this is certainly Feherty’s finest creation and possibly the best work
yet from David Jones (but his new PGA Sultan course is pretty good too, and getting better all the
time).
The National stretches out to almost 6,300 metres from the tips and it was the host venue for the
European Challenge Tour and Ladies European Team in 2014. If you choose the right tee box for your
standard of golf you will have a whale of time. We bet you won’t be able to contain your smile as you
sip a cool post-round drink of your choice on the wonderful terrace that overlooks this superb course.

Kaya Eagles Golf Club

Kaya Eagles golf course is set in natural pine and eucalyptus forests and features 18 holes that
will ensure a challenging round of golf during your golf holiday. It was designed by David
Jones who has incorporated the natural landscape to present an interesting challenge. The golf
course offers something for all levels of golfer with four different tee positions to choose
from.
There are excellent practice facilities at the Kaya Eagles golf club that you can benefit from
whether you simply want to warm up before your game or practice your overall golfing
technique. Take advantage of the 280 metre long driving range and large practice putting and
chipping green.
After a tiring day on the golf course why not enjoy a refreshing beverage in the state-of-theart clubhouse which looks out on the 9th and 18th greens. There really is something for
everyone at this fantastic golf club in Turkey, so why not choose Kaya Eagles Golf Club as
your golf holiday destination and make it a golf break to remember.

Gloria Golf Club - Old Course

The Old course at the Gloria Golf Resort opened for play in September 1997 and was fashioned by the
French golf course designer Michel Gayon. It’s one of the eldest Turkish golf courses and has become
a true favourite for thousands of travelling golfers with many returning annually. The beautiful forest
location at the feet of the Taurus Mountains provides a wonderful amphitheatre for golf and Gayon has
a created a classic design that will remain one of Turkey’s great courses despite the boom of new
layouts that are rapidly springing up in the Belek area.
The Old course opens up strongly with the 1st, a par five requiring an approach over water, followed
by the par three 2nd, again crossing water, this time from tee to green. The Old Gloria course then
continues through delightful pine woodland, with a collection of strong holes that bring seven lakes
into play and more than sixty bunkers. Many great courses feature a short par four and the Old course
has the 16th with a massive lake to the left, out of bounds to the right and bunkers at the green. Short
yes, but easy it is not and par is always a welcome score.
The greens are maintained to a high standard with a carpet-like feel and are among the best in the area.
The Gloria resort boasts a fabulous new clubhouse, extensive practice facilities, a further 27 holes
(including the New course) and an atmosphere for the golfer taking priority. All these factors help to
make the Gloria Golf Club a very special experience.

